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TEACH YOUR CHILD TO READ WHILE HAVING FUN! Simple sentences and strong picture

cues help guide young children to reading success with this award-winning learn-to-read

series.What could be more exciting than hearing your child read a book to you for the first

time? The Now I'm Reading! books for emerging readers are just right for children who want to

read but aren't quite ready to sound out words using phonics.Each of the 8 stories in PRE-

READER: MORE WORD PLAY focuses on 2 to 3 high-frequency sight words and combines

simple, patterned text and strong picture cues to give just the right amount of support to the

earliest readers.Inside this eBook, you'll find:· 8 stories, each with "Words to Know" and

"Stretch Your Mind" activity sections· Parent/Teacher Guide· Activity BookPerfect for ages 3

and up! Books in the NIR Pre-Reader Level focus on read-along stories, strong picture clues,

predictable patterned text, letter and sound recognition, and beginning sight word

instruction.The concepts and skill progression in the NIR series are aligned to meet Common

Core State Standards. This book is Fountas & Pinnell Leveled with a range of LB-B;

information on individual booklet levels and Lexile Measures is available at the Now I'm

Reading website.

About the AuthorNora Gaydos is an elementary school teacher in Connecticut and has taught

for more than 16 years. Her classroom experience includes teaching kindergarten and first,

second, third, and fourth grades. She has a broad understanding of how beginning readers

develop, from the earliest stage of pre-reading to becoming independent, self-motivated

readers. Nora is the author of the award-winning Now I’m Reading! program, as well as many

other books focused on the development of children's literacy. Nora has a degree in elementary

education from Miami University in Ohio and has two amazing sons, Luke and Owen, both of

whom learned to read with Now I’m Reading! --This text refers to the novelty_book

edition.Review“The greatest success comes from a balance of phonics and literature-based

reading. Now I’m Reading!™ successfully combines both to build confident, independent

readers." — Carmelita K. Williams, former president, International Reading Association"Not

only do [these] books provide a solid grounding in phonics and sight words, they’re actually fun

to read.” — bilingualmonkeys.com“The best thing about these stories is that the illustrations

and stories are funny, without being cutesy. They'll appeal to boys and girls, and they'll also

appeal to older kids who are working to learn phonics. They have clear story lines (a beginning,

middle and end)—so kids read to understand the silly story, not just hear the words.” —

greatkidbooks.blogspot.com“[The] author does a fantastic job of writing a coherent story using

a limited selection of words. The stories and pictures are quite entertaining, and the vocabulary

progression is excellent.” — blog.montessoriforeveryone.com --This text refers to the

novelty_book edition.
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BookAbout the AuthorMORE WORD PLAYIntroductionLearning to read is truly wonderful! Now

I’m Reading!™ More Word Play provides the foundation children need to begin their reading

adventure. The fun, engaging stories focus on high-frequency (commonly used) sight words

that will jump-start a child’s ability to grow as a reader, and they feature patterned, repetitive

text to help children gain confidence and fluency. The colorful, hilarious illustrations provide

picture clues and make the reading experience fun. The goal of the Now I’m Reading!™ series

is to instill a love of reading into each and every child. These emergent reader books are the

best way to start your child on the road to being a lifelong reader.What This Series OffersThe

Now I’m Reading!™ series offers a comprehensive approach to reading that integrates the

best of phonics and literature-based reading. At the Pre-Reader level, children will learn to

recognize the letters of the alphabet and the sounds each letter makes through fun and

humorous stories. The Pre-Reader level allows children to read patterned, repetitive text, which

empowers them as they decode words using phonics. The Pre-Reader level also focuses on

teaching children to identify and read high-frequency words in a systematic and

developmentally appropriate way.In Levels One through Four, children learn essential phonics

skills while reading humorous stories that have main characters and complete plotlines. These

levels also highlight comprehension and constantly reinforce skills learned in previous levels. At

the Independent level, children gain reading fluency and independence as they read about

exciting, high-interest topics such as science and math. Throughout the series, children gain

the confidence and the skills they need to grow as readers.This Now I’m Reading!™ More

Word Play Pre-Reader set includes the following important elements:•Eight simple and

predictable stories: Each book provides a comfortable setting for your child to gain the self-

confidence needed to become a successful reader.•Patterned and repetitive text: Each

sentence in a given book follows a sequence of words that forms a pattern. The pattern is

repeated throughout the book with simple and predictable variations.•Picture clues: Colorful

illustrations provide visual clues to the text, allowing your child to read with increased

confidence.•Skills learned: Each book contains a list of the sight words introduced in that

story.•After You Read: At the end of each story are “After You Read” activities that you can do

with your child to increase his or her understanding of the learning concept.•Colorful, fun-filled,

detailed illustrations: The artwork provides picture and context clues to enhance reading

fun.•Activity book: This set includes a separate activity book that is packed full of games and

activities that specifically reinforce the sight words in this set. Each activity will develop your

child’s overall sight word vocabulary.How to Use These Books1.Prepare with pre-reading.

Before reading a particular book, look at the cover and the title of the book with your child.

Encourage him or her to make predictions about what the book will be about. Then look at the

pictures in the story, and encourage him or her to tell the story through the pictures.2.Introduce

the sight words taught in each book. Look at the skills listed at the back of each book, and

introduce your child to the sight words that will appear over and over throughout the

story.3.Read the books aloud to your child. Invite him or her to look at the pictures as you read

in order to follow along with the words in the story. Point to the words as you read, to promote a



connection between spoken and prinvted words. Discuss the pattern in the text on each page

(e.g., “They play the ____.”), and help him or her see that the pattern repeats throughout the

book. Encourage your child to point out or identify the specific sight words focused on in the

book.4.Read the books with your child. After you read aloud, have your child read along with

you. He or she will naturally pick up on the repetitive text patterns. He or she will also begin to

identify the sight words in each book. Encourage your child to use the pictures as clues to the

new words. Also, take turns reading with him or her.5.Have your child read to you. Encourage

your child to follow the sentence pattern, use the picture clues, and point to the words as he or

she reads. Your child will begin to understand that each word has a separate sound and is

represented in a distinct way.6.Introduce phonics. After your child is familiar with the patterned

text, focus on the sounds in different words.•Ask your child to identify the beginning sound and

the initial consonant of a specific word.•Ask your child to find a word or several words that have

a specific beginning sound.•When your child grows comfortable recognizing the beginning

sounds and initial consonants in words, have him or her find words using the ending

sounds.•By inviting your child to recognize beginning and ending sounds, you will create a

natural bridge to the next step—Level One in the Now I’m Reading!™ series.These books are

Fountas and Pinnell leveled.How to Create and Maintain a Successful Word Wall1.After pre-

reading, introduce the sight words from the story (listed at the back of the book). Create

corresponding sight word cards and look at them together, allowing your child to see the words

out of context.2.Now comes the fun part! After reading the first book, you and your child can

create your very own word wall. A word wall is simply a place to hang and display words that a

child is learning to read. By displaying these words in a place that your child sees every day, he

or she will learn to recognize them in other books.3.Your word wall can be:•a magnetic board

with magnets•a bulletin board with push pins•a piece of colored paper with tape•any other

surface that works for youThe most important thing is to place your word wall where your child

will see it often.4.Once you have the first two words (from Book 1) on the word wall, refer to the

activity book for ideas on how to reinforce recognition of those words. The goal is to make the

word wall a part of your everyday routine. Whenever you and your child are near the word wall,

ask him or her to point to a particular word or to say the word that you are pointing to.5.Over

time, as you continue to read each book and learn new sight words, you and your child can

add word cards to the word wall. Continue to reinforce the old words as you add new word

cards to the wall.6.As your child learns and eventually reads the sight words without hesitation,

these words can be removed from the wall and placed in a different spot. Two ideas for this

are:•Punch a hole in one corner of each card and place them on a single-ring binder.•Place the

word cards in a small box (such as a recipe file box)Remember to continue to review those

words with your child—even after they have been moved off the word wall.Glossary of

TermsConsonant Letters: Letters that represent the consonant sounds and, except Y, are not

vowels: B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y, Z.Emergent Literacy: An early

stage in the development of “conventional literacy” in which children explore and develop skills

involved in reading and writing.Patterned, Repetitive Text: Text that follows a specific sequence

or pattern and is repeated throughout the book (such as “I like red; I like blue; I like pink”).Sight

Words: Frequently used words, recognized automatically on sight, that do not require decoding

(such as a, the, is, etc.).Visual Clues: Pictures that readers can use to help them identify an

unknown word.Word Wall: A special wall board devoted to displaying sight words for the

purpose of learning and reading.How These Books Align with the Common Core

StandardsThe concepts and the progression of skills in these Now I’m Reading!™ books are in

alignment with the Common Core Standards. Each book in this set meets the Kindergarten



standards 1-10 for Reading Literature, including:•identifying key details, characters, setting,

and major events•retelling a story in sequence•using picture clues to assist in

reading•engaging in reading experiences with purpose and understandingEach book also

meets the Kindergarten standards 1-4 for Reading Foundational Skills,

including:•demonstrating an understanding of print concepts•recognizing the parts of a

sentence•demonstrating phonological awareness and phonics and word recognition•reading

with fluencyA cookie? No!A strawberry? Yes!

Now I'm Reading! Level 1: Big Fun (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading! Level 2: Rhyme

Time (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading! Pre-Reader: More Word Play (NIR! Leveled

Readers), Now I'm Reading! Level 1: Clever Critters (Mixed Vowel Sounds) (NIR! Leveled

Readers), Now I'm Reading! Level 1: Animal Antics (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading!

Level 2: Amazing Animals (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading! Level 1: Playful Pals

(NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading! Level 2: Snack Attack (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now

I'm Reading! Pre-Reader: Look Around! (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading! Pre-

Reader: Word Play (NIR! Leveled Readers), Now I'm Reading! Pre-Reader: My World (NIR!

Leveled Readers), SIGHT WORDS: I Can Read 1 (100 Flash Cards) (DOLCH SIGHT WORDS

SERIES, Part 1), Bob Books: First Stories, Pete the Cat 12-Book Phonics Fun! (My First I Can

Read), Learn to Read: Phonics Storybook: 25 Simple Stories & Activities for Beginner Readers

(Learn to Read Ages 3-5)

ScotFlower, “More Word Play Pre-Reader: Read-a-long NOT a first reader. More Word Play

Pre-Reader:The More Word Play Pre-Reader is for teaching specific sight words like YES or

NO or the days or the week, etc.This is the second book in the series, so make sure to start

with Word Play first THEN do More Word Play.Each book repeats a specific sentence changing

some words each time. For example, the fourth book is "On ______, she was _________"

format so it teaches the days of the week. The book also has a longer sentence over multiple

pages utilizing AND which was taught in the previous series.Two of the books tackle number

order (first, second, etc.) and days of the week. So those two books have more sight words

than in the others.This set includes 8 story books and 32 flashcards of the sight words. There

is a parent guide and an "activity" book in the back. It did not come with any stickers (like

readers level 1+ do).Since the books tackle sight words... some of the books are appropriate

for first time readers and others are not. Her level 1 books very carefully control the phonetic

sounds so as to not introduce too much at once... however the More Word Play books do not

do this. So these are READ ALONG books (not first readers.) That means the parent or

teacher will do most of the reading and maybe only have the child read the sight words they

were supposed to memorize.”

C. M. Platt, “Ideas for Parents of Pre-Schoolers. Eight years teaching in public schools causes

me to encourage you to get these books to ENJOY WITH your children. Good tips in the back

of some for crafts etc. The tiny booklets in back should be held by parents, as they could be

torn by eager toddler hands. Phonics and Sight words are key to learning how to read! Make

reading stories fun by using voices to match the characters. The Dolch 220 sight words can be

learned by many (but not all) children prior to first grade.”
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Rachael, “Perfect first independent readers. These books are perfect for kids just learning how

to read. Before they are able to sound out words and all that kids can read books by using

picture cues, memory and patterns. These books do exactly that. Each page repeats

essentially the same phrase with one or two words that are different so kids can build

confidence reading “on their own.” The guided reading books they use in kindergarten work

exactly the same way. My three year old was able to read these books out loud to me and she

just loves to practice reading. The sight word flash cards are the icing on the cake. We get one

or two new words every time we take out a new book and add it to her flash card pile. Now just

turned four, my daughter can read over 25 sight words from two of these sets and reads the

books independently. Again, great way to build confidence in our early readers!!!”

May Vicente, “Great for beginners. These books are great and they really helped my son with

sight words and using visual clues to read the words. It was a great way to get my son started

on reading and build confidence. I bought my first set of these books and Barnes and Nobles.

They only had one set so I searched for more and found them on Amazon. I was even able to

get them as a better price.”

A. McDonald, “He has fun reading them and I highly recommend. This is the 3rd book from this

series we have purchased. My son started these books when he was 3 years old (almost 4)

and I couldn't believe how quiclky he got the hang of it. The flash cards help immensely. He has

fun reading them and I highly recommend.”

Sherry, “Five Stars. Very cute packages and nice books for my son.”

Earlene, “Five Stars. AAA+++”

shellie sandler, “So far so good !. So far so good. Short for their attention span.Will buy this for

another set of grandkids when they are ready. Thank you.”

The book by Nora Gaydos has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 61 people have provided feedback.
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